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FOLLOW THE GUIDELINES FOR SAFE USE

Do not overload the load 
indicated on the Catalog and 
guidance of the sales staff.

Line up evenly based on the 
platform. Much favor of one side 
may result a rollover.

When operating the trolley with 
wheels fixed installation, you 
avoid horizontal forces impact on 
this type of wheel. If it’s long-
term impact or makes wheels 
turn, twist causing misalignment 
shorten the life of the product.

Do not push the car on the stairs, 
wheels are easy to be damaged 
by the impact of natural forces: 
vibration, inertial force when the 
cart "fall" from the top down to 
grade levels below.

The cart should operate on even 
floor surfaces.

Do not hook a tractor trolleys, 
trams to ensure slow moving, 
accelerated slowly and do not 
exceed the movement speed of 
4-6 km/h. Create a safe distance
for people around by letting the
vehicles running on separate lanes.

Use the trolley system intended 
purpose. No climbing, playing on 
the platform.

Check the wheel in locked or not 
before pushing..

The design of the lock is required 
normal force to operate. 
Absolutely not apply grand force 
or it may damage the lock and 
parts.

Firmly lock the cart when stopping 
or parking on ramp. Also need to 
put additional warning signs for 
people around the car may be 
gone downhill.

USER MANUAL
1. Movement Speed: In room temperature (20 – 30°C) and flat floor conditions (EU 2 and above standard), accelerate the trolley
gradually, then maintain: Caster of Ø ≤ 75mm: ≤ 2km/h. Caster of Ø > 75mm: ≤ 4km/h.
2. Pay attention, observe and drive the trolley to avoid obstacles, bad surfaces due to impact and vibration will cause caster to wear
quickly or may be damaged.
3. Do not let casters and hand trucks operate continuously for a long time. Because friction during operation will increase the
temperature at the contacts and joints, accelerating wear and aging.
4. Maintainance: monthly or quarterly cleaning dirt, removing fibers, hair, and dust wrapped around the axle and rotating neck of
the wheel. Proceed to lubricate the if needed.

Prevent the impact of weather conditions to normal operation:

- When unused put the trolley under roof to avoid sun and rain.
- If the temperature is too cold or too hot, a dedicated heat-
resistant caster must be used.

- In sea area which is wet and salty, it is recommended to use
caster with a stainless steel bracket of SUS 304 and PA wheel.
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